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In addition to two prizes honourable mention cards will awarded to those who have sent in exceptionally good papers. Jcube, as they call them, lit., "the cleavings"?even when they have been in part extruded spontaneously and can therefore be seen and grasped. In such an event, on the ?contrary, they take particular pains to secure them by tying them down in loco under a bandage of bark cloth, trusting the sequel to nature. But they admit that women to whom this happens usually remain feverish and ill for some time afterwards, and they evidently consider the situation a precarious one. In fact, this and other features in the masterly inactivity which characterises the practice of the native ?midwife in a general way may be regarded as the outcome of experience in bygone ages, depending on the unclean condition of the midwife's hands and person?though she herself does not know it, having no idea of asepticity in her benighted mind to guide her actions.
A herbal potion called wai ni lutu vata (nostrum for con-descent) is sometimes given during the later months of pregnancy, with the object of favouring an easy labour, and the descent of the placenta together with the passage of the child, or at the right moment immediately afterwards. After the conclusion of the third stage some midwives in the highlands of Na Viti Levu introduce the finger tips into the uterine neck and clear out the clots; others raise the mother to a sitting posture to encourage their discharge from the fundus of the vagina by gravitation?a preferable practice.
In many of the hill districts the mother leaves her hut as early as the day after delivery, and goes about her ?domestic duties. In other districts they do so somewhat later, generally about the fifth day. But at Bau and among the chiefs and better classes in many localities on the coast a woman not unusually lies on her mat for a much longer time than that, and stays within doors for a whole month. 'It was formerly the custom, when concubines and slaves were a regular institution, for a mother of any family rank to lie about indoors for 100 days, her affairs being attended to by her domestics and her husband's following. This period was called the bocji drau?" hundred nights."
The manner in which Fijian mothers discharge their obligations to their children during the early months of infancy leaves much to be desired.
The two great essentials for the survival of the infant are a proper ?diet and cleanliness?neither of which can be said to ?be satisfactorily assured. In former times it was the invariable practice to anoint both mother's and child's bodies with oil, and turmeric obtained from the plant which ;grows freely over the hills and waste places of the islands. The custom is still extensively followed in Polynesia, both in and out of Fiji, as well as in some parts of Asia; but though natives cling to the use of oil, the habit of besmearing 4he body with turmeric has to some considerable extent been relinquished, owing, it seems, to discredit beiDg thrown it by native missionary zealots, who regard it as a relic the old heathen cult. It is difficult to understand why tke^ should draw the line at turmeric while they by no disapprove of oil; nor has it been possible to elicit 
